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CHAPTER I
GEOLOGY OF THE GULF OF CALIFORNIA AND BORDERING AREAS
The deep, narrow Gulf of California lies between mainland Mexico and
the high, narrow peninsula of Baja California. The Gulf is about 1120
km long and only about 160 km wide at the southern end. The 1300 km long
peninsula separates the Gulf from the eastern Pacific. The bordering
physiographic provinces are shown in Fig. 1 (after Rusnak and Fisher,
1964).
The Southern Cape province is composed of an elevated granitic block
which has intruded highly metamorphosed sediments (Rusnak and Fisher,
1964).

The metamorphosed sediments are overlain by sediments of Miocene

and Pliocene age. These sediments dip north-northwest and are evident
throughout the Baja California peninsula. The Southern Cape province
can be described as an exposed structure of crystalline rocks.
The Isthmus of La Paz province separates the Southern Cape province
from the South-Central Peninsula province. It is a narrow, depressed,
and sediment-covered structural province. The sediments of the Isthmus
of La Paz province are mostly of Miocene and Pliocene age.
The north-northwest-dipping Miocene and Pliocene sediments evident
in the Isthmus of La Paz province continue into the Southern Cape provinces and exter.d northward into the South-Central Peninsula province.
A westward-tilted volcanic tableland of Miocene, Pliocene, and Recent
volcanics and pyroclastics forms the mountainous region of the SouthCentral Peninsula province.

The westward-tilted tableland is also evident throughout the
Western Cape province. A few crystalline rocks of Cretaceous age exist
on the western edge of the province. The Western Cape province contains
two marine units which are remnants of Mesozoic orogeny. These are the
t

San Hipolito Formation and the Eugenia Formation (Mina, 1957).

Although

these formations contain no fossils, they appear to be of Mesozoic age on
the basis of their structural relationship and lithologic similarities
to rocks of the western Cordilleran of North America which are of Jurrasic
and Cretaceous age. The San Hipolito Formation, characterized by cherts
and pillow basalts, is very similar to the Franciscan Formation of northern California. The rocks of the Western Cape province are mostly ultramafic and x^idely serpentinized (Beal, 1948; Mina, 1957).
The Northern Peninsula province is a continuation of the SouthCentral Peninsual province but differs somewhat in that it is at a higher
elevation and is mostly composed of an exposed core of Middle Cretaceous
rocks of the Southern California batholith (Larsen, 1948; Beal, 1948).
These rocks, however, are different from the crystalline rocks found in
the Western Cape province.
The Gulf of California is bordered on the north by the Colorado
River delta and the Colorado Desert province. The Colorado Desert blocks
Gulf waters from the Salton Sea, located in the Imperial Valley trough.
The Imperial Valley, a structural continuation of the Gulf, is filled
with about 19,400 feet of Pliocene-to-Recent deltaic deposits and some
Miocene marine sediments (Dibble, 1954; Biehler and others, 1964).

The

thickness of the sediments in the northern Gulf is about 15,000 feet
(Phillips, .1964).

Southward from the deltaic deposits, the northern Gulf is bounded
on the east by the Sonoran Desert province. This is an alluvium-covered
area protruded by Paleozoic and Mesozoic mountain ranges. The arid and
desert land may be compared to the Basin and Range province of North
America as it contains deeply eroded blocks elevated along several northnorthwest- trending dip-slip faults.
The southern Gulf is bounded on the east by the Pacific Coastal
Plain province. This province consists of an almost unbroken alluvial
surface. It is structurally different from the Sonoran Desert and is
not related to the Basin and Range province since it becomes more narrow
and deeply alluviated to the south.
Cenozoic volcanics and sedimentary rocks of the Sierra Madre Occidental form the eastern boundary of the Sonoran Desert and Pacific Coastal Plain provinces. The north-northwest-trending structural features of
these provinces also affect the Sierra Madre Occidental.
Each of the briefly described physiographic provinces of Mexico
reflects early tectonic activities of the region. These provinces are
roughly outlined by several large-scale faults (King, 1947; Mina, 1957).
The rocks of late Lov/er and earliest Upper Cretaceous age appear to
be distributed as three major rock provinces with boundaries which follow
a Cordilleran trend (Allison, 1964).

The Western Cape province contains

Franciscan-like rocks. The association of ultramafic rocks, serpentines,
and Franciscan-like sedimentary-volcanic rocks is also evident along
various places on the western margin of the Baja California peninsula.
These rocks extend into the area of the Transverse Ranges where all of
the provinces are abruptly truncated.

The middle Gulf region is dominated

by thick sequences of andesitic volcanics.

These include rocks of the

northern Peninsula and similar eruptive rocks of the Sonoran Desert.
The eastern rock province contains carbonate rocks and Cretaceous plutonic intrusions along the coast of Mexico in the Sonoran Desert and Pacific
Coastal Plain provinces as well as along the coast southward from these
provinces.
In general, the structural framework of the desert and plain provinces east of the Gulf is not as complex as that of the provinces comprising the peninsula of Baja California.

The Sonoran Desert has a

gently westward-dipping slope with numerous normal faults parallel to
and flanking the mountains of the Sierra Madre Occidental (King, 1947).
In contrast, the provinces of Baja California are composed of folded
blocks bounded by normal and thrust faults of complex origin.
The geologic record of development of the elongate trough containing the Gulf of California is only sparsely revealed by rock outcrops.
The rock outcrops are scarce because most of the emergent parts of the
trough are covered by various drainage systems. Deposition from waters
of the Gulf and Colorado River deltaic deposits have accumulated to form
the 15,000 feet-thick sediments oi! the northern Gulf.

Other drainage

systems from the broad alluvial plains of the Sonoran Desert and Pacific
Coastal Plain provinces have emptied into the Gulf from the east.

These

drainage systems have covered most of the geologic features of the Gulf.
For this reason, the development of the Gulf trough must be implied from
evidence of topography, bathymetry, and geophysical investigations and
must conform with knowledge of the geology of the bordering areas.

The topography and relief of the eastern Gulf margin along the
Mexican mainland differs greatly from that of the western margin along
the Baja California peninsula. The eastern Gulf margin is characterized
by low elevation and broad alluvial plains dipping gently to the coast and
extending seaward as a submerged shelf (Rusnak and Fisher, 1964).

In con-

trast, the western margin of the Gulf is elevated several thousand feet
with a westward tilt identical with that of the mainland. The greatest
elevations in the western Gulf occur where batholithic rocks are exposed
although the maximum uplift in the Gulf occurs on its east side. The
high elevations of the batholithic rocks suggest isostatic adjustment to
deeper roots below. That is, if the batholiths are in isostatic balance,
they must have deep roots. The higher the elevation, the deeper the
root required to reach equilibrium or a position of maximum potential
energy.

These Middle Cretaceous batholithic intrusions seem to have had

no influence on the tilted tableland as it extends uniformly over areas
of broad tectonic activity.

Broad zones of tensional fractures (Rusnak

and Fisher, 1964) are evident throughout the Gulf.
Geophysical investigations of the Gulf of California trough have
been carried out by Moore and Buffington (1968) and Larson and others
(1968).

A seismic-reflection profile across the mouth of the Gulf shows

the East Pacific Rise as a well-defined bathymetric feature between Baja
California and mainland Mexico. The northwest flank of the rise has no
measurable thickness of sediments near the crests of the ridge but pelagic
sediments thicken with distance from the axis of the rise. The pelagic
sediments of the southeast flank do not thicken as uniformly away from
the ridge as the sediments of the northwest flank. The southeastern

pelagic sediments are covered by well-stratified undisturbed sediments.
Seismic profiles and bathymetric surveys of the Gulf of California
show very pronounced linear features. The linearity expressed by these
features is the most obvious characteristic of the Gulf trough. They
appear as steep escarpments and as broad troughs

and more narrow ridges.

Fig. 2 (after Rusnak and others, 1964) shows the location of these linear
features of the northern third of the Gulf. Extensions of some of the
features are also evident on the Baja California peninsula and on mainland Mexico. The depths of the troughs range from near oceanic (1,6002,000 fathoms) in the lower Gulf to continental shelf depths of about
100 fathoms or less in the upper Gulf. The linear features shown on the
peninsula are interpreted as faults. The linear structure on mainland
Mexico (Fig. 2) is interpreted as a trough and will be discussed later.
The Gulf of California can be subdivided into three regions based
upon morphology.

Fig. 1 shows the boundaries of the north, central, and

southern morphological regions. The Northern Gulf region appears similar to the Imperial Valley trough and is similarly filled by thick alluvial and deltaic deposits (Biehler and others, 1964; Phillips, 1964).
This sedimentary fill has covered any irregularities which may have
existed in early history.

The Gulf floor dips gently southward with

only a few elongated depressions evident on the floor (Fig. 3). These
depressions seem to be part of a valley system (van Andel, 1964).

Two

of these depressions, the Wagner and Delfin Basins, are of particular
interest. Their relevancy to the nature of this paper will be discussed
at a later time.

The central Gulf region is a zone of moderate slopes and gentle
relief. The dominant linear structural pattern of the Gulf first appears
in this province. The most striking characteristic is the prevalence of
northwest-trending scarps or slopes terminated or offset by shorter
northeast-trending structures (Fig. 5).
In contrast to the sedimented floor of the northern Gulf and the
simple basin of the central Gulf, the southern Gulf is characterized by
great Irregularity.

The dominant northwest and secondary northeast-

trending features are especially evident as lineaments here. The southern
Gulf is oceanic or near oceanic in character (Phillips, 1964).

Several

islands and submerged highs are present along the western margin. All of
these consist of granitic rocks, volcanics, and accumulations of Pliocene
sediments, like those found on the Baja California peninsula. Along the
eastern margin the deeper eastern flank of the southern Gulf is characterized by long, steep northwest-trending scarps offset by shorter similar
lineations dipping gently to the northeast.
The topography of the Gulf generally continues the topography of the
adjacent land areas. There are lowlands and moderate slopes in the northern and central provinces which are similar to those of the surrounding
area.

Fig. 4 shows topographic profiles of the shelf edge and continent-

al slope in the central and southern Gulf of California. Although both
east and west margins of the Gulf include steep escarpments and ridges,
steeper slopes are more evident on the western aide. The eacarpments
and ridgea of the eaatern margin have been covered by deposits of the
Sonoran Desert and Pacific Coastal Plain. The eastern margin thus has
a more uniform and smooth topographic profile.
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The present geologic and structural configuration of the Gulf of
California has led to several proposed theories of the origin of the
Gulf.

These theories and their relation to the structural trends of the

Gulf are reviewed in the following chapter.

CHAPTER II
THEORIES OF THE ORIGIN OF THE GULF OF CALIFORNIA
Suggestion that the Gulf of California was formed by separation of
the peninsula of Baja California from mainland Mexico (Moore and Buffington, 1968) makes study of this region of particular interest. Although
it is commonly agreed that the Gulf is a result of this separation, there
is still some debate as to how and when the separation occurred.
Menard (1960) suggested that the East Pacific Rise disappears somewhere near the mouth of the Gulf.and reappears off northern California at
Cape Mendocino. These two locations are supposedly connected by the San
Andreas and a related system of parallel faults which extend southward
through California and disappear under the Salton Sea trough. The Gulf
of California is assumed to have originated from motion on the East
Pacific Rise or the San Andreas fault or from motion on both of these
features.
Hamilton (1961) viewed the separation of Baja California and mainland Mexico as a displacement both parallel and perpendicular to the San
Andreas fault. His hypothesis was based on the following features:
(1) The southern half of the Gulf has an oceanic crustal structure;
the northern half has an abnormally thin layer of continental rocks.
(2) Upper Cretaceous and Cenozoic rocks show insignificant deformation on the west compared to strong deformation due to compression in
the north,
(3) The Gulf ends to the north against the broad westward deviation
of the San Andreas fault.
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(4)

A displacement of 350 miles on the San Andreas fault system is

concentrated on a single fault to the north but is distributed among
several faults to the south.
(5)

The San Andreas fault follows the Gulf of California throughout

its length.
(6)

There is a continuation of the Cretaceous batholith of Cali-

fornia and allied metamorphic rocks along the coast of mainland Mexico.
These features support Hamilton's conclusion that the peninsula of
Baja California was once a part of the mainland and that displacement
generally parallel and perpendicular to San Andreas fault system caused
Baja California to separate from Mexico.

Consequently, up to 100 miles

of northwest displacement resulted in the separation and rotation of
Baja California away from the mainland.

The two sides of the fault zone

remained pressed together in most of California to the north.
Wilson (1965) related the Gulf rift to a dextral ridge-ridge transform fault connecting the mouth of the Gulf of California to the Gorda
and Juan de Fuca ridges off the coast of northern California.

In his

view, motion on the San Andreas fault is due to seafloor spreading from
the crests of the East Pacific Pv.ise at the mouth of the Gulf and off
northern California.

The nature of the proposed movements makes the

Gulf of California a result of strike and cross-strike separation relative to the San Andreas fault.
More recent investigations have (Vine, 1966; Hoore and Buffington,
1968; Sykes, 1968) led to still another proposed origin of the Gulf of
California.

Bathymetric surveys (Menard, 1966) show that the East

Pacific Rise bends eastward toward the mouth of the Gulf.

The rise meets
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the Gulf at right angles to the Tamayo Fracture Zone (Fig. 5). In this
area, the rise is broken by offsets along small fracture zones (Fig. 5).
The lineaments extend en echelon throughout the Gulf. These lineaments
are inferred major faults associated with a series of spreading axes
normal to them.

Earthquake epicenters (Sykes, 1968) show a remarkable

parallelism with the fracture zones that form the bathymetric and structural lineations.
The correlation of bathymetry, earthquake data, and topographical
data (Vine, 1966) has modified Wilson's hypothesis of a single transform
fault to a series of en echelon faults connecting spreading centers within the Gulf (Moore and Buffington, 1968).

This is in agreement with the

observations made by Larson and others (1968), who conclude that the
Gulf of California is the result of ocean-floor spreading from the East
Pacific Rise and that most of the spreading has occurred x^ithin the past
4 million years. The relation of magnetic anomalies to geomagnetic field
reversals (Vine and Mathews, 1963) lends strong support to the above
conclusion. According to this hypothesis, the Tamayo Fracture Zone is
the southernmost of a family of offset lineaments in the Gulf. The trend
of these lineaments is more westerly than the trend of the Gulf. The
offset lineaments continue throughout the length of the Gulf of California
and also extend into the San Andreas fault system which is the northernmost member of the family of transform faults. Strike separation along
the transform faults between the Tamayo Fracture Zone and the San Andreas
has resulted in the Gulf of California.
All more recent investigations are in general agreement that the
Gulf of California resulted from sea-floor spreading from the East
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Pacific Rise. Various investigations have provided evidence supporting
the hypothesis of spreading in the Gulf. On the basis of the x^idth of
a central magnetic anomaly and dating of geomagnetic field reversals,
Moore and Buffington (1968) calculated an average spreading rate of
about 3 to 3.5 cm/yr on each flank of the rise at the mouth of the Gulf
of California. On the western flank, the anomalies caused by polarity
reversals can be traced away from the crest of the ridge a distance of
220 km.
Further evidence of spreading in the Gulf of California is given by
seismological data. The seismicity and focal mechanism studies in the
area suggest that strike-slip motion occurs on northwesterly striking
faults (Fig. 5). Sykes (1968) refers to these as transform faults and
the northeast striking troughs as loci of the growth of new sea floor.
The strike of the northwesterly trending scarps (Fig. 2) suggests that
Baja California has moved about 300 to 400 km to the northwest since its
separation from mainland Mexico if these scarps were continuous with
mainland features. The present direction of spreading in the Northeastern Pacific and in the Gulf of California support Wilson's (1965)
idea that most of the spreading is being accommodated by right-lateral
motion along the San Andreas fault system.
According to Rusnak and Fisher (1964), the evolution of the Gulf
of California began with the gentle upwarping of the pre-batholithic
continental margin as the East Pacific Rise was overridden by the North
American plate. The uplift is dated as Middle Cretaceous (Larsen, 1954),
at which time the granitic plutons, now evident in the Sonoran Desert
and Pacific Coastal Plain provinces, were emplaced during a synorogenic
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phase.

The San Andreas fault system and a continuous series of en

echelon offsets throughout the length of the Gulf were created during
the synorogenic phase (Hill and Dibble, 1953).

The tensional features

produced by the complimentary orthogonal offset faults created fissures
allowing the rising of Miocene volcanics v/hich covered the land surface.
Initial eruptions consisted of andesitic flows, but as the separation
of the blocks continued, the flows became more basaltic (Beal, 1948).
These volcanics and pyroclastics now comprise the South-Central Peninsula
province.
Volcanic rocks continued to accumulate throughout mid-Tertiary time.
In lower and middle Miocene, the gently depressed area of the Baja
California syncline was forming.

It was bordered by the crystalline

islands of the peninsula. The east coast of the southern end of the
present peninsula was submerged by marine invasion. The submergence was
followed by thick Miocene accumulations of coarse breccias and marine
conglomerates.

Subsidence of the synclinal area farther north elevated

the Southern Cape region (Fig. 1). After deposition of marine shales,
the northern half of the peninsula was uplifted. The uplifted area was
eroded considerably but little erosion occurred in the synclinal area of
the South-Central and Western Cape provinces. As volcanism, faulting,
and folding occurred, the invasion of the sea isolated the peninsula of
Baja California from the mainland. This sequence of events, as shown in
the rock record, places the formation of a narrow gulf at the end of the
Miocene (Wilson, 1949).
Assuming that the Gulf of California opened in the Miocene period
is in direct conflict with the suggestion that most of the spreading at
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the mouth of the Gulf has occurred within the last 4 million years,
Paleontologic data (Larson and others, 1968) strongly support the existence of the northern portion of the Gulf during late Miocene, Nevertheless, magnetic data indicate that most of the spreading at the mouth of
the Gulf has occurred within the past 4 million years.
One possibility of resolving this conflict is to assume that the
Gulf was created as a series of offsets starting in the north and happening later in the south (Normark and Curray, 1968).

This assumption is

based on the proposal that a cumulative offset of 560 km has occurred on
the San Andreas since its origin is in the liiddle Cretaceous (Hill and
Dibble, 1953).

Larson and others (1968) suggest that southern Baja

California has been displaced from Mexico 260 km in the past 4 million
years.

This makes an excess of 300 km displacement along the San Andreas

which is unrelated to the motion at the mouth of the Gulf. This excess
displacement can be accounted for if the motion on the San Andreas
occurred prior to the opening of the mouth of the Gulf, This explanation
would indicate that the initial motion along the offsets in the Gulf
started in the north thus creating a small basin which was filled by the
Colorado River and local streams. As the motion along the offsets continued southward, the basin became larger until the separation of Baja
California and Mexico occurred allowing Pacific waters to completely
fill the basin.
The more probable sequence of events in the development of the Gulf
of California began with a very narrow and shallow Gulf in the Miocene
x^hich may have been the result of a synchronous motion along the series
of transform faults.
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The first possibility appears to be in conflict with the fact that
the northern part of the Gulf consists of some thin continental sediments
X7hile the southern part has an oceanic structure.

It is difficult to

imagine ocean-floor spreading for millions of years in the north without
destroying all continental structures.

On morphological grounds the

existence of a narrow and shallow Gulf in the Miocene is the better
choice.
It is difficult to prove the exact sequence of events Xv^hich led to
the formation of the Gulf although the mechanism now seems apparent.
Lack of data, especially geologic data from mainland Mexico, has greatly
hampered further investigations and the theories on the origin of the
Gulf of California.

Current plate tectonic theories have strongly en-

couraged the accumulation and correlation of geophysical and geological
evidence.

The proposed model of faults of the San Andreas system

connecting a ridge crest or crests at the niouth of the Gulf to a crest
off northern California is supported by seismological evidence as will
be shoxm in the following chapter.

CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
Seismology has played a major role in developing the theory of
plate tectonics. The establishment of the World-Wide Standardized
Seismograph Network made possible more detailed studies of seiamicity,
earthquake focal mechanisms, and seismic wave propagation.

Information

about seismicity and focal mechanisms are probably most important of the
knowledge that seismology contributes to plate tectonics.
The discovery of fracture zones intersecting oceanic ridges (Menard,
1955, 1965, 1966; Heezen and Tharp, 1961, 1965) led to investigations
of horizontal displacements and inferred sea-floor growth. These fracture zones make the ridge appear to be composed of segments offset or
displaced by these fracture zones. Displacements along the fracture
zones were first believed to be simply strike-slip motion in the same
direction all along the fracture zone. This kind of motion, however,
was not observed in studies of earthquake mechanisms and a new class of
faults was hypothesized to explain the nature of the movements on
oceanic ridges (Wilson, 1965).

These faults are called transform faults.

The displacement along transform faults stops or changes directions
where they intersect the ridge. A comparison of the sense of relative
displacements along transcurrent and transform faults is shovm in Fig. 6.
Also shown are six possible situations along a dextral transform fault.
The seismicity and nature of faulting on the mid-oceanic ridges have
been studied extensively by Sykes (1967).

The seismicity is shallox^ and

confined to single, narrow, linear zones. Focal mechanism solutions
16
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show that almost all earthquakes on the oceanic ridges occur either on
the crests of the ridge or on the fracture zones between the crests.
Those that occur along transform faults have focal mechanism solutions
characterized by strike-slip motion.

The motion is on a steeply dipping

plane, the strike of i^hich is almost coincident with the strike of the
transform fault.

Earthquakes that occur on the crests of the oceanic

ridge have focal mechanism solutions which indicate normal faulting.
It has been suggested that the East Pacific Px.ise extends into the
Gulf of California (Moore and Buffington, 1968; Larson and others, 1968).
Structural features, earthquake epicenters, and earthquake focal mechanisms in the Gulf of California are shown in Fig. 5 (After Sykes, 1968).
All the earthquakes for which solutions have been obtained were located
on the transfrom faults and \<reve characterized by strike-slip motion.
The most x^7idely used method for determining focal mechanisms involves projection of the location of the seismograph stations onto an
equal-area net using the azimuth and extended distance of the station as
coordinates.

Some stations record initial upward motions (compressions)

and others record initial downx^ard motions (rarefactions) depending on
station location relative to the epicenter.

The first notions mentioned

may be those of any seismic phase, though P, S, and reflected P x^7aves
are more xvidely used.

The projection of the stations and their first

motion pattern produce a quandrantal distribution of compressions and
rarefactions.

Areas of compressions and rarefactions are separated by

tx^o orthogonal or approximately orthogonal planes called the nodal
planes.

Either of these planes can be fault plane, therefore additional

information is needed to resolve the ambiguity.

Additional information
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is usually provided by surface wave data or previous tectonic knowledge
of the area.
The focal mechanism solutions (Sykes,* 1968) in the Gulf of California show one nodal plane striking northwest and one striking northeast. These earthquakes x^ere located on northwest striking fracture
zones and were characterized by strike-slip motion (Fig. 5), which makes
it obvious that the northwest striking nodal plane coincides with or
represents the fault plane. These mechanism solutions combined with the
fact that earthquake activity in the region is generally confined to
the Gulf rather than adjacent land areas give strong support to the
assumption that the fracture zones in the Gulf of California are transform faults.
As stated in the previous chapter, several northeast striking
troughs are evident throughout the length of the Gulf. These troughs or
basins are thought to be either places of sea-floor grox^th or crustal
thinning (Sykes, 1968).

If the basins represent sea-floor spreading,

the hypothesis that the spreading is being accommodated by right-lateral
movement along the San Andreas is true (Wilson, 1965),

This hypothesis

is supported by the direction of spreading in the Gulf of California as
inferred by magnetic anomalies (Vine and Wilson, 1965; Vine, 1966) and
earthquake mechanisms (Sykes, 1968).

In the Gulf of California, mag-

netic anomalies are almost parallel to the East Pacific Rise and the
direction and rate of spreading are easily obtained in the usual way
(Vine, 1966).
Although the seismicity of oceanic ridges has been studied in some
detail, most of the work has dealt with single shocks. Earthquakes
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sometimes occur as s series of shocks called swarms. A swarm is a distinctive sequence of earthquakes closely grouped in space and time with
no one outstanding main event (Sykes, 1970). This phenomena has been
somewhat neglected in past studies, but recent investigations (Sykes,
1970; Thatcher and Brune, 1971) have shown that earthquake swarms are a
result of some tectonic or magmatic activity not yet well understood.
Earthquake swarms on oceanic ridge crests are easily identifiable
but the cause remains unresolved. Three current theories are given as
follows (Sykes, 1970):
1.

Earthquake sx>^arms are produced by a concentrated stress source

such as a volcano (Mogi, 1963; Scholz, 1968).
2.

Earthquake swarms are associated with heterogeneous materials

and structures usually in volcanic regions (Mogi, 1963).
3.

Effective rock strengths may be lowered by high fluid pressure

thus producing a concentrated source of stress (Sykes, 1970).
It is impossible to decide x-zhat hypothesis is best until more and
perhaps better data are analyzed.

Precise determination of earthquake

focal depths would be helpful in establishing the relation between
swarms and magmatic and hydrothermal processes. The more accurate focal
depth would indicate more exactly where the strain is released. Whether
motion of magmatic material not reaching the surface has an effect might
also be determined.
The occurrence of earthquake swarms in the Gulf of California is of
particular Interest here. Table I (after Thatcher and Brune, 1971) lists
the swarm history in the northern Gulf of California since 1962.
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TABLE 1
SWARM ACTIVITY IN THE GULF OF CALIFORNIA SINCE 1962

Event

Approximate
Location

Time

Number of
Events Listed

1

18-23 Nov. 1963

30° 113,5''W
Delfin Basin

14

2

3-4 Feb, 1964

31.3"N 114.3°W
Wagner Basin

9

3

27 Aug. 18 Sept. 1967

31,2''N 114.2W
Wagner Basin

7

4

5-6 Dec. 1967

30.5*'N 114.2''W
Delfin Basin

9

5

2-18 Feb. 1969

30°N 113,5*'W
Delfin Basin

11

6

20-30 Mar, 1969

31.3''N 114,2°W
Wagner Basin

73

The remaining purpose of this paper is to report an investigation
of the earthquake swarm of March, 1969, which occurred in the vicinity
of the Wagner Basin (Fig, 3) in the time interval including three weeks.
However, only shocks occurring betx^een 20 and 30 March are discussed
here.
The earthquake swarm began at 08 16 GMT on 20 March with an earthquake of magnitude 4,3 (CGS).

Numerous shocks follox^ed the initial

event during the next several hours. On 21 March intense activity began
at 02 34 GMT. During this day at least 49 separate shocks x^ere recognized by the USCGS,

In the following days, activity lessened. A total

of 73 shocks were recognized by the USCGS during the period 20-30 March.
The list of events compiled from USCGS epicenter listings in incomplete
aince many shocks were not recorded sufficiently for location. For
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their study of this swarm of March, 1969, Thatcher and Brune (1971) used
three seismographs located on the coast near the location of the swarm.
They reported a total of 200 events with magnitude greater than 4 (PAS)
and 40 events vrith magnitude greater than 5 by 28 March. Focal mechanism
solutions were attempted by Thatcher and Brune (1971) for several events
of the swarm but only the first shock of 21 March was recorded sufficiently well to yield a good solution. This solution indicated normal faulting at the source. Normal faulting at the source is generally assumed
to be indicated by non-orthogonality of the nodal planes (Thatcher and
Brune, 1971).

Their study of wave velocities showed a decrease of 10-15

per cent in P-wave velocity beneath the ridge. This decrease in Pvelocity could account for the non-orthogonality of the nodal planes
since the extended distances used were constructed using the JeffreysBullen velocity structure for the earth.

Incorrect velocity structure

would give incorrect extended distances which vzould greatly influence
the quadrantal distribution of compressions and rarefactions.
The 73 epicentral locations reported by USCGS are shoxrai in Fig. 7.
The swarm being studied is located in the region of the Wagner Basin and
most of the shocks occur on a wide north-east trending band. A temporal
distribution of the epicenters with latitude and longitude was analyzed
to determine whether a pattern of epicenter migration existed in the
swarm.

No pattern was found and the earthquakes seem almost randomly

distributed in the area (Fig. 8). Even though no migration pattern exists in the individual shocks of the swarm, the six sx^^arms of Table I
have migrated between the Wagner and Delfin basins (Fig, 3). This migration is not well understood but may be related to cycles of spreading.
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The WSSN stations listed in Table II were used to determine first
motion of P from several of the shocks.
TABLE 2
WSSN STATIONS USED TO DETERMINE P-WAVE FIRST MOTIONS
Station
GSC
TUC
ALQ

Lat

Long

35.33N
32.31N
34.94N

116.81W
110.78W
106,45W

It was not possible to determine the initial motion of most of
the shocks because of low body wave amplitude, P-wave arrivals were
very weak.

In other cases where many shocks occurred Xr7ithin a short

period of time, the P first motion was obscured by activity of previous
shocks.

Nevertheless, sufficient first motion data x^^as available at all

three stations to determine the approximate quadrantal distribution
shown in Fig. 9,

The pattern is the same as that expected from shear

motion along a northwest striking transform fault.

Initial rarefactions

x^ere recorded at GSC, while TUC and ALQ recorded initial compressions.
The northwest striking plane is a better choice for the fault plane
since there is a fault striking in this direction north of the Wagner
Basin (Fig. 10), This is in agreement with previous solutions which
show a northwest striking fault plane. The presence of the fault explains a northwest trending bathymetric line (Thatcher and Brune, 1971)
and is thought of as a transform fault. This fault may be an extension
of the San Jacinto fault which is related to the San Andreas fault
system.

The San Jacinto fault has been shoxm (Richter, 1958) to enter

the Gulf at approximately the location where the fault in Fig. 2 enters
the Gulf.
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In addition to focal mechanism solutions, an interesting observation may also be of importance. The list of earthquakes in the swarm
clearly recorded at GSC includes different earthquakes as compared to the
list of those recorded at TUC and ALQ. The possibility exists that the
earthquakes which produce a clear initial P at GSC were located on a
fracture zone with relative movement as shown in Fig. 9 and the set of
earthquakes which produced clear initial P at TUC and ALQ were located
on northeast-trending ridge crests. If this is true, GSC would be
expected to record best initial P motion from earthquakes on the fracture zone and TUC and ALQ would be expected to record best initial P
motion from earthquakes on the ridge crests because of the different
station locations with respect to the strike-slip motion along the
fracture zone and the normal faulting motion along the ridge crests.
Although it has been previously suggested (Sykes, 1970) that
swarms on the oceanic-ridges are confined to ridge crests, the data
presented here shows that some earthquakes of the sx-rarm occurred on
fracture zones or transform faults. In view of the observations made
in this study, it is proposed that the northx/est-striking fault which
enters the Gulf at the head extends to the southeast and cuts a
northeast-trending ridge which extends into mainland Mexico (Fig. 10).
These features are extensions of the bathymetric lineations (Fig. 2)
of the northern Gulf. The exact nature of the intersection of the
fault and the ridge is not clear. The intersection may be a relatively
young transform fault which has only recently cut the ridge. Whether
the ridge is offset could not be determined x^rith the data available.

CHAPTER IV
EARTH TIDES AS A TRIGGERING MECHANISM
The effect of earth tides on seismic activity has been studied by
several observers (Berg, 1964; Matuzawa, 1964; Knopoff, 1969).

It is

believed that crustal unloading during a low or ebb tide provides a
triggering mechanism for the release of energy as earthquakes. Previous
investigations (Berg, 1964; Matuzawa, 1964) show a strong correlation
between seismic activity and low tides. The relation between the earthquake swarm of March, 1969 in the Gulf of California and the tidal
variation was studied to determine whether low tides influenced the time
distribution of the numerous shocks.
The behavior of tides and tidal forces in bays and gulfs is not
clearly understood.

The northern Gulf of California presents a unique

situation because of the complexities of the tides. Tidal behavior can
be approximated by considering the tides as a wave phenomena.
The physical phenomena usually observed in gulfs is like standing
waves which are produced by txvro wave trains of the same frequency and
speed traveling in opposite directions. Even though they are normally
considered to be formed in closed basins, standing waves can form in a
gulf with an end open to the sea (Clancy, 1968).

The gulf oscillates

at its free period but is influenced by the oscillations of the tidal
period so that the gulf and the ocean are forced into co-oscillation.
The analysis of the tide, even in terms of standing waves in a bay
of irregular width and varying depth, such as the Gulf of California,
is very complex. The tide-generating force has a north-south component
24
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as well as an east-west component. However, if the basin is long and
narrow, only the component parallel to its length will have much effect.
A relation between low tides and the earthquake swarm of March
1969, in the Gulf of California can be established.

Fig. 11 shows the

variation of tide levels at Guaymas, Mexico, located about midway
between the mouth and head of the Gulf. This is the only station in
the Gulf which records daily variations in the tide level. From information obtained at Guaymas, tide levels at various places vd.thin the Gulf
can be calculated or estimated.

The information used here was obtained

from the Tide Tables, published by the U,S, Coast and Geodetic Survey,
which shox^r that the low water arrives at La Paz, located at the southern
end of Baja California, about 28 minutes before it arrives at Guajrmas.
No times of heights were given for points in the northern Gulf, but the
height of the spring diurnal tide is as high as 23 feet. From the
observation that the low tide arrival at La Paz is 28 minutes earlier
than the arrival at Guaym.as, it can be reasonably estimated that the
lox7 tide arrival at the northern Gulf is about 30 minutes later than
at Guaymas. La Paz and the northern Gulf are approximately equidistant
from Guaymas so that the times of 1O\J tides are + 30 minutes respectively,
The times of high and lox>r tides of Fig. 11 were converted to
Greenwich Mean Time to correspond with the times of the earthquake
swarm.

The time distribution of the earthquakes of the swarm is also

shox\m in Fig. 11. It can be seen that the first shocks of the swarm
occurred during a low tide. It is also shoxm that most of the shocks
which followed occurred either at a time of low tide or at the beginning
of a receding tide as in the case of the activity of 21 March.
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On the basis of the evidence presented here, it is concluded that
crustal unloading due to lox7 ocean tide may have acted as the triggering mechanism for most of the earthquakes of the March, 1969 earthquake
sxN^arm in the northern Gulf of California.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The present configuration of the Gulf of California is a result of
sea-floor spreading from the East Pacific Rise within the past 4 million
years.

Seismological evidence suggests that spreading is still taking

place.

The unusually intense earthquake sxvarm of March, 1969 in the

northern Gulf provides further evidence for the spreading theory.

On

the basis of the data observed, it is concluded that a northeaststriking oceanic ridge is traversed by a transform fault in the area
of the swarm.

Therefore, earthquake swarms are not restricted to ridge

crests but may occur along fracture zones as well.
A relation between origin times of earthquakes of the sx^arm and
earth tides Xvras also established and it is concluded that the tides
acted as a triggering mechanism for most of the shocks of the sx^arm and
therefore a trigger for motion along a transform fault.
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SOUTHERN CAPE
ISTHMUS OF LA PAZ
SOUTH-CENTRAL
WESTERN CAPE
NORTHERN PENINSULA
COLORADO DESERT
SONORAN DESERT
PACIFIC COASTAL PLAIN
SIERRA MADRE OCCIDENTAL
CENTRAL PLATEAU
GULF ISLANDS

"ic;. 1. The p h y s i o g r a p h i c p r o v i n c e s b o r d e r i n g t h e Gulf of C a l i f o r n i a
( a f t e r Rusnak and F i s h e r , 1964) and t h e morphological regions of the
('ulC.
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Fig. 2, Bathymetric lineations of the northern Gulf of California
and adjacent land areas (after Rusnak and others, 1964). The linear
features shown on the peninsula are interpreted as faults. The linear
structure on mainland Mexico is interpreted as a trough.
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Fig. 3. B-ithymetric map of the northern Gulf of
California. Morth'r3st-stri!;ing lines are inferred transform faults and northeast-trending
basins are presun/id spreading centers (after
Thatcher and Brune, 1971).
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Fig. 4. Topographic profiles of the Gulf of California. Profiles
of the x-zestern margin are on the left, of the eastern n.argin on
the right. Vertical exaggeration approximately 22X (after van
Andel, 1964). Numbers on the inset map correspond with numbers
on the profiles.
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Fig. 5. Structural features and seismicity of the
Gulf of California, raodlfied from Sykes (1968).
Ilortheast-striklng troughs are interpreted as tensional features vrh'ch mark sites of growth of new
sea floor.
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Fig. 6. Relative displacements for transform faults
and transcurrent faults.
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Fig. 7. Distribution of individual shocks of the March, 1969 swarn
in the vicinity of the Wagner Basin from USCGS epicenter listings.
Numhcrs indicate number of shocks reported for that location.
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Fig« 10* Possible location of northwest-trending f.-mlt and
northeast-striking ridge which may or may not be offset.
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